
TECHNICAL NOTE

Complex division as a common
basis for calculating phase differences in
electronic speckle pattern interferometry in one step

J. Burke and H. Helmers

We point out that all formulas for calculating the phase map of object deformations in one step can be
described by the same simple formalism of a complex division. © 1998 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 120.5050, 120.6160, 120.2650, 100.5070.

When one is measuring deformations of objects by
electronic speckle pattern interferometry, the result-
ing phase map can be obtained in various ways.
Frequently, the deformation phase is calculated from
a phase-shifted set of speckle correlation fringes that
are obtained by use of the subtraction mode.1 More-
over, it is possible to calculate two maps of speckle
phases for the object before and after deformation
and to subtract these. In temporal phase shifting,
however, this method can be applied only if a com-
plete set of phase-shifted frames is available for both
the initial and the final state of the object. In con-
trast, interferograms obtained from the spatial
phase-shifting method2,3 are well suited for this eval-
uation scheme, as each frame automatically contains
the set of phase-shifted data needed for calculating
speckle phases. The only thing that all these meth-
ods have in common is that they require two steps,
phase calculation and data subtraction, and they dif-
fer in the order of these operations.

Recently, Huntley and Saldner,4 Saldner et al.,5
and Saldner and Huntley6 have picked up another
method that, to our knowledge, was first mentioned
by Stetson and Brohinsky7 and Stetson.8 The
method is based on the use of all measured data in
one expression, thus giving a possibility of calculating
phase differences in one step. This is particularly
attractive whenever, as in electronic speckle pattern
interferometry, the phase difference of different ob-

ject states is the wanted information and not the
phase distribution for one object state per se.
Throughout the papers4–6 in which Stetson’s algo-
rithm is used, the measuring method is dependent
upon the well-known four-step algorithm with a
phase shift of ��2. We briefly describe the formal-
ism.

Let Ii�x, y� be the ith array of initial intensity data
for the unloaded object and Ii��x, y� the ith array of
final intensity data for the deformed object. Both
quantities are given by the well-known interferogram
equation:

Ii�x, y� � I0�x, y��1 � ��x, y�cos�	�x, y� � 
i��,

Ii��x, y� � I0�x, y��1 � ��x, y�cos�	��x, y� � 
i��, (1)

where I0�x, y� is the background intensity, � �x, y� is
the fringe modulation, 	�x, y� is the random speckle
phase for the unloaded object, 	��x, y� is the random
speckle phase for the deformed object, and 
i is the
ith phase shift �i � 1. . .4 for the four-step algorithm�.
If we drop the spatial dependence, define Iij � Ii �
Ij, and bear in mind that the object phases are only
reconstructed mod � at first, the standard formulas
for calculating the phases 	 and 	� read9

	 � arctan�I42

I13
� 	� � arctan�I42�

I13�
� . (2)

From this, we get the desired phase difference 	 �
	� � 	.

The composite formula for one-step calculation of
the phase difference with the four-step algorithm is

	 � arctan�I42�I13 � I42I13�

I13�I13 � I42�I42
� , (3)
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